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Abstract 
 

Blind Stick is a tool that helps the blind people to know their direction. It’s a stick that 

consists of both electrical and computer engineering parts. The main purpose of it is to guide the 

blind people to reach their destination safely. There are many different features that could be added 

to the stick. For example,  

o Vibration mode 

o Microphone  

o Navigation (GPS)  

o Emergency Calls  

 

The system of the Blind Stick is designed and intended to act like a helping device and 

sensor for visually impaired people and who have difficulty defining obstacles in front of them. 

The system will be available for all people and families who suffer from this kind of issue.   

 

 

Key Words: Blind people, Bluetooth, Emergency, Microcontroller, Ultrasonic Sensor, Visually 

Impaired 
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1. CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

Visually impaired individuals who undergo and suffer in detecting obstacles placed in front 

of them while they are practicing their daily life activities such as walking and moving around. 

For those people, it is very difficult and dangerous at the same time while they are maneuvering 

when no one close to them is around. All kind of physical movements for impaired individuals is 

a challenge and a huge encounter because it is tough to distinguish what and where they want to 

go or to be placed. Moreover, people who suffer from vision find it hard to be employed because 

of their disability. People with vision loss experience a rate of unemployment that fat exceeds that 

of the general population, 75% of the estimated 4 million adults in the U.S. who are completely or 

partially blind are not in the labor force [1]. Therefore, the blind stick can help those group of 

people and it can be considered as a solution to make their life easier and to avoid obstacles that 

they have to face on daily basis. The proposed project the Blind Stick will be affordable, easy to 

use and adapt at the same time and it is suitable for visually impaired people.   

In this chapter, a brief introduction of the proposed project the Blind Stick will be 

elaborated which is a final capstone design project that is divided into two phases and will be 

completed within a year at the American University of Kuwait. The main content of chapter one 

is the background of the project problem, problem statement, aims and objectives, and the SWOT 

analysis of both the project and as a team.  

1.1 Background 

The mobility and flexibility when being visually impaired or partially blind is quite tough 

to interact and interrelate with everything around them. There is barely any contact between the 

surroundings and those who suffer from visionary. It is considered as a social concern that should 
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be looked after and supported by different institutes and ministries. Those individuals always need 

a support from their family members or friends to help them navigate to go from one place to 

another because it can be very devious and complicated if they went to an unknown place or they 

haven’t been there previously. As there are many studies and calculations has been made for blind 

people it shows that it is still a problem that effecting the society because they always need a 

company to go around and there is hardly any place that would hire people with such a disability. 

Therefore, the percentage of employment of people who are visionary disabled is very low which 

it had led them to depend on their relatives and friends to do their daily chores and earning money 

for living. In addition, with this kind of disability it is preventing them to practice their social 

activates. Therefore, there have been many researches and studies to fully understand and to 

support visually impaired people with smart systems that can help them to live their life without 

or with less danger and obstacle.  

1.2 Problem Statement 

Visually impaired people find it difficult to live their life on daily basis and it requires the 

help of a family member or a friend. Moreover, the majority of those legally blind people do not 

have a source of income because of their disability and their need for others help most of the time. 

There are many brilliant and talented people who would like to work and depend on themselves 

regardless of their disability. Therefore, having such a device will help them encounter daily 

obstacles and to be more aware of their destination and arrive safely without anyone’s help.  

1.3 Aims and Objectives of the Project 

For the aims and objectives of the project the Blind Stick are as follows:  

o Providing a device to help them detect an obstacle in front of them  

o Reducing the need of others help to guide them around  
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o Visually impaired people can work and depend on themselves while having the 

device with them  

o The device is provided with a smart phone application for tracking by their family 

members  

o Constructing and assembling the Blind Stick Device  

o Designing the device in an easy way to use and adapt by the visually impaired 

people  

o Developing a tracking system (in door GPS) and a buzzer  

1.4 SWOT Analysis  

1.4.1 Project SWOT Analysis  

A SWOT Analysis is used to evaluates and assets the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, 

and threats regarding the proposed project the Blind Stick.  

Table 1.1: Project SWOT Analysis 
 
Strengths 

o Low Unit Cost  
o Easy to Use  
o Smart Phone Application  
o Low weight  
o Easy to adapt and handle  

 

Weaknesses  
o High NRE Cost  
o Availability of components  

 

Opportunities  
o Majority of the components are 

available in the Kuwait Market  
o Possibility of getting sponsored  
o No other competitor in the Kuwait 

market  
 

Threats  
o International Competitors  
o Testing of components  
o Time consuming in choosing the 

design  
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1.4.2 Team SWOT Analysis  

A SWOT Analysis is used to evaluates and assets the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, 

and threats regarding the proposed project the Blind Stick.  
Table 1.2: Team SWOT Analysis 

 
Strengths 

o Different skills and knowledge  
o High skills in researching  
o Team members had worked together 

in different other project 
o Hard working team members  

 

Weaknesses  
o Team members have limited time to 

meet up  
o Misunderstandings when working 

separately  

Opportunities  
o Enhancing skills by researching and 

understanding new methods and skills  
o Managing time and team members  
o Leadership skills and team work  

 

Threats  
o Possibility of arguments and 

disagreements  
o Location availability such as private 

meeting rooms and labs  

 

1.5 Report Outline 

 Chapter 1 is the introduction chapter it introduces the idea and the summary of the project 

and will the report will cover and emphasis on. Also, in the introduction chapter goals and 

objectives will be stated along with the project’s and team’s SWOT analysis. 

 Chapter 2 will focus on the literature reviews that is based on research from books, journals, 

and online verified sources. The introduced literature reviews will be similar to the proposed 

project of the Blind Stick that there are some similarities whether as an idea or implementation. 

Moreover, a comparison table will be explained showing the difference between other projects to 

the Blind Stick.  

 Chapter 3 will deliberate and discuss the hardware and software implementation of the 

Blind Stick project. Also, in this third chapter it will involve differentiating between used and other 

alternative that can be used in the implementation phase where it includes specification and the 
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pricing. Moreover, this chapter will mainly focus on design and other design alternatives that can 

be done to implement the project perfectly.  

 Chapter 4 will present the software and hardware implementation of the proposed project 

the Blind Stick in terms of combining components and coding the software. This chapter also 

discusses the procedure of the desired implementation and testing it.  

 Chapter 5 will focus on evaluating the project in term of both the quality and quantity of 

the project of the Blind Stick. This chapter also includes the IEEE ethical consideration as well as 

the impact of the engineering solution.   

 Chapter 6 will wrap up all the previous chapters as well as including how far the group or 

the team members of the project has to come with the respect of the goals and aims that were 

intended for this project the Blind Stick. Moreover, the chapter will include the future plans for 

the project for better improvements.  
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2. CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

Chapter two mainly emphases on comparing the proposed project the Blind Stick to other 

projects that are similar and almost have the same idea and implementation. Doing the survey of 

other projects helps in understanding and apprehending the concept that are in the same field. The 

literature review will consider different prospective such as the availability of the device, type of 

the connection and the usage of components in building and assembling the project. Lastly, the 

chapter will include a comparison table between the current proposed project to the surveyed 

projects.   

2.1 Historical Background 

The Ultrasonic Distance Sensor gadget is a device used to measure the distance between 

two objects with the respect of distance in between using the sound waves. The Ultrasonic Distance 

Sensor measures the distance by sending out frequency and listening for the sound wave to bounce 

back. By recording the elapsed time between the sound wave being generated and the sound wave 

bouncing back, it is possible to calculate the distance between the sonar sensor and the object [2].  

In order to find the distance between the sensor and the object, it should be calculated by 

the following equation:  

 

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 	 +,--.	/0	+/12.	3	456-	478-2
9

  [2] 

There are many studies and algorithms that had been developed in order to simulate and 

replicate the dynamics of the Ultrasonic Distance Sensor. Most studies have been used and 

designed for water tank level, distance measuring between two objects, vehicle detection for 

automotive car wash, and robotic sensing.  
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2.2 An Electronic Guided Walking Stick for the Blind [3] 

 
 

 
Figure 2.1: Block Diagram of the system of the transmitter [3] 

 
Mobility for the blind is always a great problem. Just like a sighted, blind also needs to 

travel around inside closed premises like house, factory, office, school etc. They may also like to 

go for shopping, visiting friends and other places of their interest. Presently available electronic 

travelling aids like sonic path finder, sonic torch etc. are not suitable for using inside a closed 

premise such as school, factory, office etc. This project focuses on an electronically guided 

walking stick that can be used conveniently inside a closed premise. In Figure 2.1, shows the block 

diagram of the transmitter the carrier frequencies can be represented as follows:  

 

• Modulated signal with carrier frequency of f1 is transmitted through the antenna that 

connects the user’s room to the main office 

•  Modulated signal with carrier frequency of f2 is transmitted through the antenna that 

connects the user’s room to the library 
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• Modulated signal with carrier frequency of f3 is transmitted through the antenna that 

connects the user’s room to the canteen 

• Modulated signal with carrier frequency of f4 is transmitted through the antenna that 

connects the user’s room to the toilet  

The transmitter is normally operated from the supply mains.  In general, all the transmitting 

antennas may be kept under the floor mates for safe placement and beautification [3].  

2.3 Haptic Based Walking Stick for Visually People [4] 

 
        Figure 2.2: Overview of the walking stick [4] 

 
In this project, the proposed idea of this product concept of an electronic travelling aid with 

haptic perception for the visually impaired people. The device is much similar to the conventional 

white cane in appearance and it was fabricated using ultrasonic sensors, a vibrator motor scheme, 

a controller and a power unit inside the walking stick. The sensor system comprises of three 

ultrasonic sensors to acquire obstacle distance measurements and the user can interpret the distance 

information as a tactile sensation. The sonar sensors were fired with a sequential firing mechanism 

to avoid crosstalk. The user in terms of the vibration intensity change feels distance. This device 
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was tested with blind school students and results are presented. In Figure 2.2, it shows the overview 

of the proposed walking stick, which is similar in appearance to the traditional white cane. The 

system consists of a sensor panel for obstacle detection and a set of vibrator motors were positioned 

inside the handle to alert about the obstacles. The controller to feel the vibration intensity variation, 

which is proportional to the distance to the obstacle, processed the sensor signal [4].  

2.4 An Electronic Walking Stick for Blinds [5]  

      
              Figure 2.3: Blind Man with Electronic Stick [5] 
 

There are many guidance systems for visually impaired travelers to navigate quickly and 

safely against obstacles and other hazards faced. Generally, a blind user carries a white cane for a 

guidance dog as their mobility aid. With the advances of modern technologies, many different 

types of devices are available to support the mobility of blind. These mobility aids are generally 

known as Electronic Travel Aids. The most important function of ETA for the blind persons is to 

get information; they need to arrive at their destinations, avoiding unexpected obstacles. The main 

objective of this project is to develop a simple guidance system for the blind users, using sensors, 

and to determine whether the blind can move safely or not. In Figure 2.3, shows a blind user 

walking with an electronic stick. Two ultrasonic sensors are mounted on the stick having range 
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from 20-350cms set to different ranges. Two infrared sensors are also implemented on the lower 

side of stick for avoiding small obstacles ranging from 2-10cms. A switch that can be operated 

with the thumb in worst condition that allows the blind user to send a general message (I am in 

trouble, help me) on a saved mobile no, for help. Vibrating sensors along with a buzzer used for 

beep and vibration if stick is about to hit with any obstacle. Circuit box combination of 

GSM300/900 module and microcontroller circuity. The co-operation between the Ultrasonic and 

IR sensors are utilized to create a complementary system that is able to give reliable distance 

measurements [5].  

2.5 Smart Guide Extension for Blind Cane [6] 

                            
Figure 2.4: Implementation of the Smart Guide Extension [6] 

 
Cane is a tool that used by blind people or someone who has visually impaired which is 

caused by an accident or an illness. Cane helps the blind people to check whether there are any 

obstacles around them. On this research, a designed prototype called smart guide extension, which 

can be integrated with an ordinary cane. The research aims to make an UID design of extension 
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module as smart guide extension, which can give information about hitch, obstacle, hole, and the 

position of the user based-on eight position of wind direction. This prototype is equipped with 

PING sensor and Compass Sensor CMPS 11. PING sensor designed to read the object, obstacle 

and hole from a distance 150-3 cm. the sensor integrated with Arduino and produced the beep 

sound through the buzzer as information about the existence of the hitch, object, obstacle and 

holes. The closer to the obstacle, the faster of the beep sound. Compass sensor 511 designed to 

provide information about eight wind positions of the compass and qibla direction to do a prayer. 

The implementation user interface design on the prototype is the stage where the design of 

prototype is implemented on ordinary cane. In Figure 2.4, the user interface design of the blind 

cane the compass sensor is placed on top of the cane, while the hole and hitch detection placed on 

the bottom of cane [6].  

2.6 Assistive Infrared Sensor Based Smart Stick for Blind People [7] 

 
Figure 2.5: Design of the Smart Stick [7] 

 
Blind people need some aid to feel safe while moving. Smart stick comes as a proposed 

solution to improve the mobility of both blind and visually impaired people. Stick solution use 
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different technologies like ultrasonic, infrared and laser, but they still have drawbacks. In this 

paper, a lightweight, cheap, user friendly, fast response and low power consumption, smart stick 

based on infrared technology. A pair of infrared sensors can detect staircases and other obstacles 

presence in the user path, within a range of two meters. The experimental results achieve good 

accuracy and the stick is able to detect all of obstacles. In Figure 2.5, shows the angle between the 

transmitter path to obstacle and the reflected path to receiver, and the angle between transmitter 

path to obstacle and the distance between transmitter and receiver, as the angle increases the 

obstacle exist near to the sensor and vice versa. The IR transmitter contains: IR photodiode and an 

optical lens while the IR receiver contains an optical lens and a linear charge coupled device array 

detector. When the transmitter emits IR wave, it goes through the transmitters optical and hits the 

obstacle then reflects back. The intensity of reflected wave varies according to the obstacle surface 

and the distance of obstacle from sensor. Then, the reflected wave is bundled by receiver optical 

lens and the receiver store information about obstacle surface and distance in CCD array 

represented [7].  
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2.7 Navigation Aiding Stick for the Visually Impaired [8] 

 
Figure 2.6: Design of the Stick [8] 

 
One of the major challenges faced by the blind during mobility is obstacle avoidance and 

navigation. In this project, the design of a simple, cost effective cane has been will help the user 

in avoiding obstacles as well as in navigation as shown in Figure 2.6. An array of ultrasonic sensors 

and standalone GPS receiver with magnetometer has been interfaced with Arduino board for 

obstacle detection and navigation respectively. The sensor interface and the algorithm for obstacle 

detection and navigation. In recent years many researches have been done in order to develop 

electronic travel aids for assisting the visually impaired. Independent navigation is one of the most 

essential needs of every human being. Vision is the most prominent means through which the 

environment is perceived. This perception of the environment is at the core of navigation. Thus, 
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the visually impaired are at a disadvantage when it comes to independent navigation since they 

have to depend only on their hearing and tactile capabilities [8].  

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.7: Block Diagram of System [8] 

 
In Figure 2.7, it shows the microcontroller is the main unit of the system. As per the 

requirements, Arduino Mega 2560 development board has been selected because of the following 

key features:  

• A large number of digital i/o pins namely 54 which is desired as there are many 

interfacings to be done for the system  

• Dedicated pins for obtaining PWM waves are available which will be used to run the 

vibrating motor  

• Its facilities 4 UARTs for Serial Communication  
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• It has 256kB of programmable memory which can fit the complete program as well as can 

be used for future extensions  

The HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensor has been used for obstacle detection. The GPS receiver 

used is UBLOX-NEO-6M-001. Honeywell HMC5883L is the magnetometer used. The various 

audio feedbacks are stored in an SD card in .wav format and are played to the user through 

earphones. A small vibrating motor is used for providing vibrational feedbacks. The power bank 

used is of 5V output having a capacity of 2600mAh [8].  

 

2.8 Comparison of Literature Review  

In the following Table 2.1, shows the comparison of the surveyed literature review 

compared to the proposed project the Blind Stick.   

Table 2.1: Literature Review 
 

Project Name Ultrasonic 
Sensor 

Buzzer Bluetooth 
Connection 

Application GPS Budget 
$ 

An Electric Guided Walking 
Stick for the Blind  

YES NO NO NO NO N/A 

Haptic    Based.                                                 
Walking Stick for Visually 
People  

YES NO NO NO NO N/A 

An Electronic Walking Stick for 
Blinds 

YES NO NO YES YES N/A 

Smart Guide Extension for Blind 
Cane 

YES YES NO NO NO N/A 

Assistive Infrared Sensor Based 
Smart Stick for Blind People 

YES NO NO NO NO N/A 

Navigation Aiding Stick for the 
Visually Impaired  

YES NO NO NO YES N/A 

Blind Stick  YES YES YES YES YES $968.5 
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2.9 Conclusion  

In conclusion, chapter two focused on elaborating all aspects of researching method and how 

will the surveyed literature reviews will help in enhancing the current project the Blind Stick. The 

literature reviews help in understanding the concept of implementing the project. In addition, at 

the end of the chapter it shows a summarized table of the all the features and budget of the surveyed 

literature reviews along with the Blind Stick project.   
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3. CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY, DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 

In this third chapter of the project that discusses the design and analysis of the Blind Stick 

as a system and what are the components that are used in order to build the stick. In addition, this 

chapter includes a component alternative for both the hardware and software used.   

3.1 System Architecture of Blind Stick  

 
 

        Figure 3.1: System Architecture of the System 
 

The system architecture of the Blind Stick is as shown in Figure 3.1. The system 

architecture shows the relationship between combined components. The system mainly relies on 

the programmed microcontroller. The Arduino will be connected to the internet and will have all 
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the communications connected to it. Moreover, the Arduino will have the location feature enabled 

and ready. Once the user of the Blind Stick moves the ultrasonic that works as a sensor and 

implemented into the system will provide location and it will detect the obstacle in front of the 

user and will notify the user of the Blind Stick to move away from the obstacle, they are facing by 

using the GPS and WIFI.   

3.2 Flowchart of Blind Stick  

 
Figure 3.2: Flowchart of Blind Stick 
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In Figure 3.2, shows the flowchart of the system. For the indoor navigation, after we place 

each anchor in a different location (bed, bath, closet, Livingroom) and set them up, they will 

communicate with each other to draw a map of the whole place. Then we press on any button on 

the stick, which each button is linked to a different location, it will start guiding to that location, 

by first, checking our current position and drawing a path which will take us to the required 

location, then turning ON the speaker sound for navigating us. If an obstacle is found close to the 

stick, the buzzer will be turned on for warning, and it will re-check again our current position so it 

can find us another path away from the obstacle. If no obstacle is found nearby, it will continue 

directing to the required location until we reach it, then it will announce by the speaker that the 

distance is reached, and it will update the app to the new destination. If the stick fell down at any 

time, a notification will be sent to the app in order to check on the person holding it. 

 

3.3 Hardware Components  

3.3.1 Microcontroller Board  

3.3.1.1 Arduino Mega [9] 

 
Figure 3.3: Arduino Mega [9] 

 

In Figure 3.3, the Arduino Mega 2560 is a microcontroller board based on 

the ATmega2560. It has 54 digital input/output pins (of which 15 can be used as PWM 

outputs), 16 analog inputs, 4 UARTs (hardware serial ports), a 16 MHz crystal oscillator, 

a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset button. It contains 
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everything needed to support the microcontroller; simply connect it to a computer with 

a USB cable or power it with an AC-to-DC adapter or battery to get started. The Mega 

2560 board is compatible with most shields designed for the Uno and the former boards 

Duemilanove or Diecimila [9].  

3.3.1.2 Arduino Uno [10] 

 
                 Figure 3.4: Arduino Uno [10] 

 
In Figure 3.4, Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega328P. 

It has 14 digital input/output pins (of which 6 can be used as PWM outputs), 6 analog 

inputs, a 16 MHz quartz crystal, a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header and a 

reset button. It contains everything needed to support the microcontroller; simply 

connect it to a computer with a USB cable or power it with a AC-to-DC adapter or battery 

to get started. You can tinker with your UNO without worrying too much about doing 

something wrong, worst case scenario you can replace the chip for a few dollars and 

start over again. "Uno" means one in Italian and was chosen to mark the release of 

Arduino Software (IDE) 1.0. The Uno board and version 1.0 of Arduino Software (IDE) 

were the reference versions of Arduino, now evolved to newer releases. The Uno board 

is the first in a series of USB Arduino boards, and the reference model for the Arduino 
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platform; for an extensive list of current, past or outdated boards see the Arduino index 

of boards [10].  

3.3.1.3 Selected Microcontroller Board  

Table 3.1: Microcontroller Board Comparative 
 
MICROCONTROLLER 
BOARD  

FEATURES  PRICE  SELECTED  

ARDUINO MEGA Faster, more ports, 
more analog pins  

$13.99 Yes 

ARDUINO UNO  Used for beginners $18.89 No 
 
 

3.3.2 UWB (Indoor GPS) Kit  

3.3.2.1 Creator Kit Lite [11] 

 
Figure 3.5: Creator Kit Lite [11] 

 

In Figure 3.5, this kit for the Creator series uses the wireless two-way ranging (TWR) UWB 

protocol. The kit contains 4 anchors that serve as reference points and 2 developer tags. One of 

these tags serves as the master tag which can be connected to a computer, raspberry pi or an 

Arduino Uno via included micro USB cable or I2C. The master tag will wirelessly communicate 

with all other tags in range and schedule positioning. The remote tags can perform positioning 

themselves (no Arduino required, just the included battery). The master tag knows the positions 

of all remote tags and makes them available through the software or libraries. [11].  
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3.3.2.2 Indoor Tracking RTLS UWB Wi-Fi Kit [12] 

 
Figure 3.6: Indoor Tracking RTLS UWB Wi-Fi Kit [12] 

In Figure 3.6, shows the Round hole designed for easy plug and pull. In addition, wear 

proof material made of ABS & phosphor bronze with good flexibility and electric 

conductivity [12].  

3.3.2.3 Selected UWB (Indoor GPS) Kit    

Table 3.2: UWB (Indoor GPS) Kit Comparative 
 
UWB (INDOOR GPS) KIT PRICE  SELECTED  
CREATOR KIT LITE $774.35 Yes 

INDOOR TRACKING RTLS 
UWB WI-FI KIT 

$3871.73 No 

 

3.3.3 MP3 Music Player Module  

3.3.3.1 UART Serial MP3 Player [13] 

 
Figure 3.7: UART Serial MP3 Player [13] 
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In Figure 3.7, the module is a kind of simple MP3 player device which is based on a high-

quality MP3 audio chip. It can support 8KHz~48KHz sampling frequency MP3 and WAV file 

formats. There is a TF card socket on board, so you can plug the micro SD card that stores audio 

files. MCU can control the MP3 playback state by sending commands to the module via UART 

port, such as switch songs, change the volume and play mode [13].  

3.3.3.2 Development Board Kit for Arduino with MP3 Module [14] 

 
Figure 3.8: Development Board Kit for Arduino with MP3 Module [14] 

 
 In Figure 3.8, Compatible with Arduino UNO R3, OPEN-SMART Rich UNO R3 is an 

ATMEGA328P development board with rich peripherals. Peripherals include 4 digit display, 

DS1307 clock, LM75 temperature sensor, infrared receiver, serial MP3 player, rotation angle 

sensor, 4-channel touch sensor. Hardware resources are very rich, do not need any DuPont wires, 

and the usage is very simple. It is very suitable for Arduino learners. The kit contains TF card, 

speaker, CR1220 battery, infrared remote control, and these are the necessary accessories for 

MP3,DS1307, infrared receiver [14].  
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3.3.3.3 MP3 Music Module Comparative  

Table 3.3: MP3 Music Module Comparative 
 
MP3 PLAYER MUSIC 
MODULE 

PRICE  SELECTED  

UART SERIAL MP3 PLAYER  $3.51 Yes 

BOARD KIT FOR ARUINO 
WITH MP3 MODULE 

$7.40 No 

 

3.3.4 Ultrasonic Sensor  

3.3.4.1 Maxbotix Ultrasonic Rangefinder [15] 

 
Figure 3.9: Maxbotix Ultrasonic Rangefinder [15] 

 
 

In Figure 3.9, The HRLV-MaxSonar-EZ sensor line provides high accuracy and high 

resolution ultrasonic proximity detection and ranging in air, in a package less than one cubic inch. 

This sensor line features 1mm resolution, target-size and operating-voltage compensation for 

improved accuracy, superior rejection of outside noise sources, internal speed-of-sound 

temperature compensation and optional external speed-of-sound temperature compensation. This 

ultrasonic sensor detects objects from 1mm to 5meters, senses range to objects from 30cm to 

5meters, with large objects closer than 30cm typically reported as 30cm. The interface output 

formats are pulse width, analog voltage, and serial digital in either RS232 or TTL. Factory 

calibration is standard. [15].  
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3.3.4.2 Crowtail Ultrasonic Ranging Sensor [16] 

 
Figure 3.10:  Crowtail Ultrasonic Ranging Sensor [16] 

 
In Figure 3.10, this HC-SR04 has stable performance and high ranging accuracy. 

Compared to the Ship IR ranging module, HC-SR04 is more cheaper than it. But it has the same 

ranging accuracy and longer ranging distance. So, it is chosen to become a family number of the 

Crowtail [16].  

3.3.4.3 Ultrasonic Sensor Comparative  

Table 3.4: Ultrasonic Sensor Comparative 
 
ULTRASONIC SENSOR  PRICE  SELECTED  

MAXBOTIX ULTRASONIC 
RANGEFINDER  

$32.95 Yes 

CROWTAIL ULTRASONIC 
RANGING SENSOR  

 

$4.93 No 
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3.3.5 Buzzer  

3.3.5.1 Passive Buzzer Module [17] 

 
Figure 3.11: Passive Buzzer Module [17] 

 

In Figure 3.11, Arduino Passive Piezoelectric Buzzer Module KY-006, it can 

produce a range of sound tones depending on the input frequency [17].  

3.3.5.2 Crowtail Buzzer [18] 

 
Figure 3.12: Crowtail Buzzer [18] 

 
  In Figure 3.12, The buzzer module is for making sound in your project. It sounds when 

activated by a logic HIGH signal. Connect the buzzer to any of the D(digital) ports of Crowtail- 

Base Shiled, you can easily make it sounds with setting the related ports to logic HIHG. The buzzer 

module can be also connected to an analog pluse-width modulation(PWM) output to generate 

various of tones [18].  
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3.3.5.3 Buzzer Comparative  

 
Table 3.5: Buzzer Comparative 

 
BUZZER  PRICE  SELECTED  
PASSIVE BUZZER MODULE $3.29 Yes 

CROWTAIL BUZZER $4.11 No 
 
 

3.3.6 Wires 

3.3.6.1 Jumper Wires [19] 

 
Figure 3.13: Jumper Wires [19] 

 

 
In Figure 3.13, 20cm male to female bread board jumper cables (10 wires) [21].  

 
 
 

Table 3.6: Wire Comparative 
 
WIRES  PRICE  SELECTED  
JUMPER WIRE   $2.47 Yes 
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3.3.7 Bluetooth Module  

3.3.7.1 Bluetooth Module HC05 [20] 

 
Figure 3.14: Bluetooth Module HC05 [20] 

 
In Figure 3.14, The Bluetooth wireless serial port module, Drop-in replacement for 

wired serial connections, transparent usage. You can use it. It is simply for a serial port 

replacement to establish connection between MCU and GPS, PC to your embedded project 

and etc. [20].  

3.3.7.2 Ethernet W5100 Shield [21] 

 

 
Figure 3.15: Ethernet W5100 Shield [21] 
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In Figure 3.15, his Ethernet Shield allows an Arduino board to connect to the internet. It 

is based on the Wiznet W5100 ethernet chip. The W5100 Ethernet Shield uses he shield adds a 

micro-SD card slot, which can be used to store files for serving over the network. It is compatible 

with the Arduino Uno and Mega. Arduino communicates with both the W5100 and SD card using 

the SPI bus (through the ICSP header). This is on digital pins 11, 12, and 13 on the Arduino UNO 

and pins 50, 51, and 52 on the Arduino Mega. Pin 10 is used to select the W5100 and pin 4 for 

the SD card. These pins cannot be used for general I/O. On the Mega, the hardware SS pin, 53, is 

not used to select either the W5100 or the SD card, but it must be kept as an output or the SPI 

interface won't work. Note that because the W5100 and SD card share the SPI bus, only one can 

be active at a time. If you are using both peripherals in your program, this should be taken care 

of by the corresponding libraries [21].  

 

3.3.7.3 Wi-Fi Shield Comparative  

Table 3.7: Wi-Fi Shield Comparative 
 
WI-FI SHIELD   PRICE  SELECTED  
BLUETOOTH MODULE HC05 $8.63 Yes 

ETHERNET W5100 SHIELD  $16.43 No 
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3.3.8 Push Button Module  

3.3.8.1 Mini Push Button Switch [22] 

 
Figure 3.16: Mini Push Button Switch [22] 

In Figure 3.16, these Miniature Single Pole Single Throw switches have a good click to 

them and are breadboard friendly. Perfect as a tactile reset switch. These buttons are rated up to 

50mA. [22]. 

3.3.8.2 Emergency Stop Switch [23] 

 
Figure 3.17: Emergency Stop Switch [23] 

 

In Figure 3.17, This Push Button switch Exquisite workmanship [23].  
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Table 3.8: Push Button Module Comparative 
PUSH BUTTON MODULE PRICE  SELECTED  
MINI PUSH BUTTON SWITCH $19.72 Yes 

EMERGENCY STOP SWITCH $2.47 No 

 

3.3.9 Switch Module   

3.3.9.1 Momentum Switch [24] 

 
Figure 3.18: Momentum Switch [24] 

 
In Figure 3.18, the toggles switches come in a variety of styles, from basic on-off switches 

to three-way toggle switches and momentary toggle switches to light switches. Here are some 

important details for Carling Technologies Toggle Switch. Contact Form: SPST, Hp: 3/4. [24]. 

Table 3.9: Switch Comparitive 
SWITCH MODULE  PRICE  SELECTED  
MOMENTUM SWITCH  $5.58 Yes 
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3.4 Software Used  

3.4.1 Arduino IDE [25] 

 
Figure 3.19: Arduino IDE [25] 

 
In Figure 3.19, shows the open source Arduino Software IDE makes it easy to write code 

and upload it to the board. It runs on Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux. The environment is written 

in Java and based on processing and other open source software. This software can be used with 

any Arduino Board [25]  

3.4.2 Blynk Application [26] 

 
Figure 3.20: Blynk Application [26] 

 
In Figure 3.20, shows Blynk supports hardware platforms such as Arduino, Raspberry Pi, 

and similar microcontroller boards to build hardware for your projects. Blynk supports the 

following connection types to connect your microcontroller board (hardware) with the Blynk 

Cloud and Blynk's personal server. All the aforementioned components communicate with each 

other to build a fully functional IoT application that can be controlled from anywhere through a 

preconfigured connectivity type. You can control your hardware from the Blynk app running on 
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your mobile device through the Blynk Cloud or Blynk's personal server. It works the same in the 

opposite direction by sending rows of processed data from hardware to your Blynk app [26].  

3.4.3 Creator Controller Software [27] 

 
Figure 3.21: Creator Controller Software [29] 

 
In Figure 3.21, The creator controller software allow you to setup and work with your 

creator kit utilizing the Pozyx companion software. This includes a straightforward 

autocalibration, visualisation, and access to your positioning data from anywhere over MQTT [27]. 

3.5 Budget  

In this section, the components that were mentioned above and which has been purchased 

and compared wisely are listed in the table below in Table 3.11 representing the components with 

its quantity and price.  
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Table 3.10: Budget 
 
Component  Quantity  Price  

Arduino Mega 1 $18.89 

Creator Kit Lite  1 $774.35 

UART Serial MP3 Player  1 $3.51 

MaxbotixUltrasonic 

Rangefinder  

2 $98.85 

Passive Buzzer Module  2 $3.29 

Mini Push Button Switch  4 $19.72 

Momentum Switch  1 $5.58 

Jumper Cables  60 $2.47 

Bluetooth Module HC05 1 $8.63 

 

Total  

 

$955.24 

 

3.6 Conclusion  

In conclusion, this chapter had presented the electrical system architecture as well as the 

software system architecture of the Blind Stick System. Moreover, in this chapter various of 

components with its alternatives are represented. In the end of the chapter, the total cost for the 

project is provided.  
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4. CHAPTER 4: IMPLEMENTATION 

This section normally describes how the implementation was done, the tools that were used, 

the difficulties that were encountered and the way they were overcome. The structure of this 

chapter should reflect the major stages in the development process and/or the major components. 

The proposed implementation must clearly state and comply with the IEEE standards related to 

the topic and product. Add a table listing any IEEE standards corresponding to the technologies 

used in the implementation of the product in an appendix. 

4.1 Hardware Implementation 

 
Figure 4.1: Hardware Implementation of Blind Stick 
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Figure 4.2: Hardware Implementation of the Blind Stick 

 
In Figure 4.1 and 4.2, shows the hardware has 3 ultrasonic in different sides, which will 

measure the distance of an obstacle as stated in the code, and if the distance is less than 30cm the 

buzzer will notify the person in order to change his direction.  
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4.2 Process of Building the Project  

4.2.1 Set up of the MP3 Player  

 
Figure 4.3: Set up of the MP3 Player 

 
In Figure 4.3, shows the MP3 player we have 4 connections: 

o MP3_RX for receiving, it's connected to pin 7 

o MP3_TX for transmitting, it's connected to pin 8 

o The other 2 connections are for ground and VCC (power) 

o Then the speaker module is connected to the MP3 player with two wire 

connections 

4.2.2 Set up of the Anchors  

 
Figure 4.4: Set up of the Anchors 
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In Figure 4.4, shows that We have 4 anchors placed in different locations, and 4 push 

buttons, if we press on any of the buttons the GPS will start to navigate us toward the anchor, 

because each button is linked to an anchor in a different location. Each button has two wires, one 

is connected to the Arduino pin and the other is connected to the ground. After pressing the button 

it will give the Arduino a high signal, and If it’s not pressed no power will trigger the signal. 

4.2.3 Set up of the Bluetooth Connection  

 
Figure 4.5: Set up of the Bluetooth Connection 

 
In Figure 4.5, shows that we used the Bluetooth device to link the Arduino with the Blynk 

app. It has 4 wire connections, one is connected to VCC, one to the ground, and two are RX and 

TX same as the MP3 player. 
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4.2.4 Set up of the Momentum ON/OFF  

 
Figure 4.6: Set up of the momentum ON/OFF 

 
In Figure 4.6, shows the Momentum ON/OFF switch for the stick has 1 wire which is 

connected to the battery. 

4.2.5 Set up of the Anchor  

 
Figure 4.7: Set up of the Anchor 
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In Figure 4.7, shows the first phase when we log in it show us some information about the 

anchors and their plans (XYZ). using Y plan we have to adjust the height of the anchors. for 

example: if we placed the anchor 1 meter above the ground, we should adjust Y to 1 meter in the 

software so it get us accurate results. Moreover, the distance between each anchor should be at 

least 3 meters and maximum 10 meters so they can appear on our map.  

 

 
Figure 4.8: Set up of the Anchor 

 

In Figure 4.8, shows the anchors which are the green X's with their IDs, they should be 

connected to the power source while we are using the software in order to track them as it shown 

on the map. When pressing on any of the anchors, its information will be shown in a box. We can 

activate the anchors that we need and disable the one that we don’t need, in the picture we chose 

to activate 4 anchors. 
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Figure 4.9: Set up of the Anchor 
 

In Figure 4.9, shows that whenever we move, it will draw an orange line that detects our 

movement and our path towards the anchors. 

4.2.6 Set up of the Ultrasonic RangeFinder   

 
                  Figure 4.10: Set up of the Ultrasonic RangeFinder 
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In Figure 4.10, shows that We have 2 ultrasonic rangefinder, we placed one on the upper 

side of the stick and one down. Each one has 3 wire connections, one is connected to the ground, 

one connected to the VCC and last one is connected to a digital pin. 

4.2.7 Set up of the Arduino Microcontroller  

 
Figure 4.11: Set up of the Arduino Microcontroller 

 
In Figure 4.11, shows the GPS is connected to a shield and it's placed on the Arduino, they 

have serial communication between each other. 
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4.3 Software Implementation 

4.3.1 Programming Microcontroller  

 
Figure 4.12: Programming Microcontroller using Arduino IDE 

 

In Figure 4.12, shows the programmed code for the used Microcontroller (MEGA) by using 

the Arduino IDE software for programming and compiling and as seen in the Figure 4.3 that the 

compilation has been successful. The first part of the code is for the MP3 player and the speaker. 

In the scope we start by identifying all the pins that are connected in the Arduino device with the 

components. For the MP3 player we have 4 connections: MP3_RX for receiving, it's connected to 

pin 7, MP3_TX for transmitting, it's connected to pin 8. The other 2 connections are for ground 

and VCC (power). Then the speaker module is connected to the MP3 player with two wire 

connections. The library <softwareSerial.h> is used for the MP3 player which allows taking the 

sound file from the SD card and sends it to the speaker. Then we specify the sound files that we 

will use. The volume function we set it to a volume level, the max is 100. 
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                  Figure 4.13: Programming Microcontroller using Arduino IDE 
 

This code is for the pozyx GPS. Here we specify the id of the tag and anchor devices which 

can be found already placed on them, as shown in Figure 4.13. We also specify the range_step_mm 

in millimeters (1000), which means if we come near the anchor with a distance (1000mm) the 

speaker will announce that. The ranging_protocol transmits the information collected by the tag to 

the Arduino. 
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Figure 4.14: Programming Microcontroller using Arduino IDE 
 

After the GPS is connected successfully, it will get the position of anchors, distance 

between the anchors, and the range, as shown in Figure 4.14. The range is the distance between 

the tag device in the stick (our position) and the anchor. If the range is less than 2000, it means 

that the destination is reached to the location so it will announce that by the speaker through 

playing the sound files mp3.playwithvolume which are saved in the SD card of the mp3 player. 
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Figure 4.15: Programming Microcontroller using Arduino IDE 

 

After setting up the anchors and placing them in different locations, this part of code 

searches and gets the IDs of the anchors that are found in the place, and their xyz-coordinates, as 

shown in Figure 4.15. 
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Figure 4.16: Programming Microcontroller using Arduino IDE 

 
This part of code is to manually set the xyz-coordinates of the anchors and their position, 

as shown in Figure 4.16. 

 
Figure 4.17: Programming Microcontroller using Arduino IDE 

 
In Figure 4.17, shows the  code to check the 2 ultrasonic sensors, if the distance that is 

being measured by the ultrasonic is less than 40 cm, that means the user is close to an obstacle, so 

the code turns on a buzzer. When the distance is greater than 40 cm the buzzer will be off. 
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Figure 4.18: Programming Microcontroller using Arduino IDE 
 

 
Figure 4.19: Programming Microcontroller using Arduino IDE 
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Figure 4.20: Programming Microcontroller using Arduino IDE 
 

In Figure 4.18, 4.19, and 4.20, shows the code that checks the push buttons, if the first 

button is pressed this means start navigating to the kitchen, the second one is for bathroom, the 

third one is for bedroom and last one is for Livingroom. Then it will check our position and 

distance between the stick and the chosen location, and it will start playing the sound files on the 

MP3 player to navigate us to the location. It will update our position and distance as long as we 

are moving. 

4.4 Analysis  

4.4.1 Power Consumption  

o Arduino Mega 200mA 

o Bluetooth 50mA 

o 2x RangeFinder 35mA 

o Buzzer 13mA 

o Indoor GPS 100mA 

o MP3 Speaker 200mA 
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4.4.2 Battery Consumption  

o Battery 6V and 4Ah   

4.4.3 Operation of the Blind Stick  

The prototype of the Blind Stick can been tested and the results were that the operation for 

the Blind Stick was for around an estimated of 5 hours.    

4.5 Testing  

4.5.1 Power Calculation of Arduino   

To calculate the power consumption of the Arduino without having any external load 

connected to it, we applied 6 V battery, but the Arduino will consume 5V only. The current will 

be approximately80mA. The Power will be: 

 
𝑃 = 𝑣	𝑥	𝑖	 

        = 5 x 200mA = 1Watt  
 

4.5.2 Power Calculation of Indoor GPS  

When we connected the indoor GPS that consumes 5V and the current is 100mA. 

the power will be: 

𝑃 = 𝑣	𝑥	𝑖 

= 5 x 100m = 0.5Watt 

4.5.3  Calculation of Power Source  

In order to find out how many hours it will take for the 6 V & 4A external power source to 

run out, total current of the circuit is approximately 633mA, and 5V applied:   

Current x Hours (estimated) = A per Hour 
 

Therefore,  in order to power the stick for 4 hours, we need 7.2V and 9A per hour.  
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4.5.4 Total Power Calculation  

So the power consumption of the Arduino will be: 

𝑃 = 𝑣	𝑥	𝑖 

= 5 x 0.633A = 3.2Watt/hr  

4.6 Blynk Application Interface  

 

 
Figure 4.21: Blynk Application Interface 

 
Figure 4.22: Blynk Application Interface 
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In Figure 4.21 and 4.22, they show the notifications that are sent to the Blynk application. 

This application is supposed to be installed on the family's phone of the blind person, so they can 

check on the blind person. If the stick fell down from the blind person, the family will get a 

massage, because this may indicate that the person needs help. That will happen when the 

gyroscope on the stick tilts. Moreover, they can know from the messages the location of the blind 

person. As soon as he gets in any of the rooms near the anchor, a message will be sent to the 

application which tells them in which room he is.  

4.7 Final Implementation 

 
Figure 4.23: Final Implementation 
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In Figure 4.23, shows the final look of the blind stick, as shown it consists of two boxes, 

one on the upper side and one down. The Arduino and most of the components are placed in the 

upper box. The box down contains only one ultrasonic and one buzzer, and covered the wires 

coming from the box for safety. 

4.8 Conclusion  

In conclusion, chapter four talked about the implementation of Blind Stick System 

combining the hardware and the software components together. In addition, in this chapter includes 

the final implementation of the Blind Stick project.  
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5. CHAPTER 5: EVALUATION 

Chapter 5, the evaluation chapter demonstrates and determines the analysis aspects of the 

project such as a conducted survey regarding the Blind Stick as a concept in order to enhance the 

project in a better way. Moreover, in this chapter it provides business, economic, ethical, social, 

and finally environmental analysis of the project.  

5.1 Blind Stick Impact on Business, Economy & Market  

For the Blind Stick project, it can attract investors and sponsors to invest in this project for 

medical purposes in the country and can be highly beneficently in terms of the following aspects:  

• The Blind Stick project is completely dedicated to the people who are facing such a 

problem like losing their vision by accident or since birth. Therefore, this project can be 

great for investment to help those group of people who are in need.  

• The project can reduce problems and difficulties of the family who have a member who is 

legally blind so they can depend on themselves by using the Blind Stick.  

The Blind Stick project can help improve the life quality of visually impaired people to 

live and do what they want while using the stick.  

In terms of the economy of the project, the production of the Blind Stick considers to be 

one of the important and critical products to build because of its need within the country. Once 

blind people are using the stick it will help them to depend on themselves and after it, they can 

work and earn their own money, which increases the economy within the country. 

In terms of the marketing of the project, the Blind Stick product will mainly target people 

who are in the medical sector. Moreover, the product of the Blind Stick is easy to use and adapt 

by any patient. As a result, the Blind Stick project will attract different medical institutes, 

government, and companies who are interested to invest.  
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5.2 Blind Stick Impact on Environment  

One of the environmental issues and problems that has been faced daily are wastes and 

non-recyclable items. Moreover, nowadays people’s biggest concern is being responsible of most 

of their purchases and uses of different assisting machines. The environmental issue in this case is 

that the Blind Stick doesn’t harm the environment where the battery are rechargeable and is 

considered as a waste reduction.  

5.3 Blind Stick Impact on Society   

In terms of the social of the project, will have a great impact on the society and the 

community as in terms of allowing the visually impaired people to work and pursue their work 

and passion by using the stick to help them. The family of the visually impaired people do not 

have to worry about them because the stick has a GPS tracking system.  

5.4 IEEE Standards & Ethics  

In terms of the ethics of the project, the Blind Stick insures the quality and value worth of 

the product while in use by visually impaired people and the product is easily to adapt by both the 

family, friends, and the person with vision issues. The main scope and span of this proposed project 

is to build a complete project that meets the benefits and expectations of the user of the stick.  

As an IEEE and Engineering terms of ethics is very important and should be learned to be 

profession. The engineering ethics should always meet and expect the highest exhibition of highly 

quality of standards of honesty and integrity. In addition, some professional obligations should be 

considered as follows [28]:  

1. Engineers shall be guided in all their relations by the highest standards of honesty and 

integrity. 

a. Engineers shall acknowledge their errors and shall not distort or alter the facts. 
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b. Engineers shall advise their clients or employers when they believe a project will not be 

successful. 

c. Engineers shall not accept outside employment to the detriment of their regular work or 

interest. Before accepting any outside engineering employment, they will notify their employers. 

d. Engineers shall not attempt to attract an engineer from another employer by false or 

misleading pretenses. 

e. Engineers shall not promote their own interest at the expense of the dignity and integrity 

of the profession. 

2. Engineers shall at all times strive to serve the public interest. 

a. Engineers are encouraged to participate in civic affairs; career guidance for youths; and 

work for the advancement of the safety, health, and well-being of their community. 

b. Engineers shall not complete, sign, or seal plans and/or specifications that are not in 

conformity with applicable engineering standards. If the client or employer insists on 

such unprofessional conduct, they shall notify the proper authorities and withdraw from 

further service on the project. 

c. Engineers are encouraged to extend public knowledge and appreciation of engineering 

and its achievements. 

d. Engineers are encouraged to adhere to the principles of sustainable development1 in 

order to protect the environment for future generations. 

e. Engineers shall continue their professional development throughout their careers and 

should keep current in their specialty fields by engaging in professional practice, 

participating in continuing education courses, reading in the technical literature, and 

attending professional meetings and seminars. 
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3. Engineers shall avoid all conduct or practice that deceives the public. 

a. Engineers shall avoid the use of statements containing a material misrepresentation of 

fact or omitting a material fact. 

b. Consistent with the foregoing, engineers may advertise for recruitment of personnel. 

c. Consistent with the foregoing, engineers may prepare articles for the lay or technical 

press, but such articles shall not imply credit to the author for work performed by others 

[28]. 

5.5 Online Survey  

An online survey was conducted by 10 questions and had been answered by 54 different 

individuals. The questions were concerning our capstone project as in general of the Blind Stick. 

The survey answers help in improving the project. The first question of the survey was about an 

introduction about our project and a highlight to our audience and the users of the stick, as shown 

in Figure 5.1.  

 

 
         Figure 5.1: Question 1 of the survey 
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In Figure 5.1, around 41% of the survey answer of question one said they know someone 

who is blind while 59% of the survey conductors answered no as in they do not know anyone who 

is blind.  

 

 
            Figure 5.2: Question 2 of the survey 

 
In Figure 5.2, shows the second question of the survey. People could help blinds by 

crossing a street or teach them their way and warn them if there is an obstacle in front of them. 

Therefore, we asked this question just to make sure that the stick would make a difference and 

could be replaced by human assistance. 44% answered yes that they had helped while 56% 

answered they had not helped before.  
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           Figure 5.3: Question 3 of the survey 

 

In Figure 5.3, the purpose of asking this question is to know what people think about the 

blind person if they can wonder and move alone or not. Most people answered by yes but hard 

which is true, and that what we expect their answer. Blinds people faced many consequences in 

their way that challenge their movement. Actually, blinds people are having big difficulties in 

physical movement and they can’t move around alone, especially if they went to unfamiliar places, 

they need their family or friend’s member to direct them, which inspires us to create something 

that easily direct them and would be helpful for them. 24% of the answer were yes that they think 

blind people can be alone while 7% disagreed and 69% agreed that they can but it will be difficult.  
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                  Figure 5.4: Question 4 of the survey 

 
 In Figure 5.4, by reading this question the first thing that will come to the mind is the regular 

known stick that blinds people have used. Blinds people need a stick to direct their way but still 

hard way to move. Therefore, we set this question to see how blind stick is important to the people 

who is blind or have impaired vision. Based on this question people will realized how the stick is 

important, while they’re thinking of the answer, they will know how valuable the stick is for the 

blinds. In addition, we meant to collect people thoughts and come up with some features that could 

help blinds people. 33% of the answers where they do not know.  
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Figure 5.5: Question 5 of the survey 

 

In Figure 5.5, this question we start to introduce the smart stick by mentioning the two 

features which the microphone and the direction is. Due to the blinds person who always seek for 

help, this stick will make their life easy. It will direct them easily and no need for anybody to assist 

and direct him. 21% of the answers said yes while 79% disagreed.  
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      Figure 5.6: Question 6 of the survey 

 
In Figure 5.6, it would be so helpful for us to know if this project would be efficient or not. 

Therefore, we apply it in the future and try to upgrade it as much as we can. The percentage of 

answer ‘YES’ satisfied us as well, in order to come up with new ideas and features. Also, to get a 

client base so we can sell the stick once we complete it. To be honest, we expect this percentage 

of agreements because people now days depends on technology in every single detail of their daily 

life. The stick would be helpful to safe time as well. For example, people don’t need to keep their 

own eyes on the blind person 24/7, because the application of the stick could be installed on their 

cell phones and they can easily monitor him/her over long distances. 93% said yes while 7% said 

no.  
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     Figure 5.7: Question 7 of the survey 

 

In Figure 5.7, this question is to know the importance of having a connection between both 

the blind and the stick. If the connection success between them, then the blind could easily get rid 

of human’s assistance, which is one of our main purpose. Once we asked the people about their 

opinions if this stick would be helpful or not, the majority answered with ‘YES’. Because this 

sTick will satisfy most of the blind’s needs and provide many vital features such as: GPS, 

microphone, vibration, sensors, and many other features could be added in the future. 98% of the 

answers said yes and only 2% said no.  
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               Figure 5.8: Question 8 of the survey 

 

In Figure 5.8, as we are planning to design an application which is connected to the blind’s 

stick in order monitor his movements, in case he didn’t use the stick for a while, that may point 

out that this person has lost his stick, or something happened to him, for example: he fell down 

and got injured, or he needs help. We included this question in the survey in order to know if the 

family of the blind person would like to use this application to track the blind person for his/her 

safety purposes. Also, to know the importance of this application for the family and if they’re 

willing to install and use such application. Shown below the answers we received. 89% said yes 

while 11% said no.  
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             Figure 5.9: Question 9 of the survey 

 
In Figure 5.9, As the blind person can get injured more likely than any one of us, due to 

his inability of seeing around, it may also be hard for him to help himself in these critical situations, 

which he would be alone and no one there to assist him. We will add the emergency feature to the 

blind’s stick which will call or notify a close family member in case the stick fell down from the 

blind person and he didn’t pick it up. This will let the family check the blind person and make sure 

if he’s ok or need help. 89% said yes and 11% said no.  
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        Figure 5.10: Question 10 of the survey 

In Figure 5.10, We added this question in order to get more information about what the 

users need and expect to have from this stick. We got different responses as shown below, as 

shown in figure 5.11:  

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.11: Answers of survey question 10 
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5.6 Conclusion  

In conclusion, this chapter discussed the impacts of the project on the environment, 

economy, social, and on business. A survey has been conducted online to evaluate our project and 

to help us to improve the implementation and the concept. A sample of 54 people from Kuwait has 

answered the online survey questions.   
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6. CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this last chapter it closes all the completions and main aspects of the proposed project 

of the Blind Stick. In chapter 6, it recaps the project’s progress presented in Gantt Chart for the 

current phase and the upcoming phase in the next semester. Lastly, this chapter concludes with the 

future work and final comments from the team members.  

6.1 Conclusion 

The Blind Stick project was selected to be our final capstone design project. The project 

focuses on helping people who are visually and legally impaired and have lost their vision. The 

project of the Blind Stick had completed its first phase and looking forward to fully complete it 

and test it for the second and final phase.  

6.2 Project Progress  

6.2.1 Gantt Chart of Capstone 1  

In figure 6.1, shows the project progress and timeline.  
 

 
Figure 6.1: Gantt Chart of Capstone 1 
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6.2.2 Gantt Chart of Capstone 2   

In figure 6.2, shows the project progress and timeline.  
 

 
Figure 6.2: Gantt Chart of Capstone 2 

 

6.3 Future Work  

For the future work consideration, there are many ideas on how to make this project the 

Blind Stick even easier to use and adapt at the same time by those people who suffer from vision. 

These are the future work that will be considered are as follows:  

o 3D Camera in order to have wider recognition  

o More features in the application such as Camera View and Live Call  

o Google Map such as Voice Recognition  

6.4 Final Comment  

As final comments group members had fully worked hard on the first phase of the capstone 

project. There were definite obstacles and problems that had been faced as a team working on a 

big scale project. There is also lack of knowledge in assembling and testing phase of the project 

that needs so much trials and efforts to get the correct result. Overall, the project has a great impact 

on all of us as a team member and as individual. 
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APPENDIX A  

/** 
  The Pozyx ready to range tutorial (c) Pozyx Labs 
  Please read the tutorial that accompanies this sketch: 
https://www.pozyx.io/Documentation/Tutorials/ready_to_range/Arduino 
 
  This demo requires two Pozyx devices and one Arduino. It demonstrates the ranging 
capabilities and the functionality to 
  to remotely control a Pozyx device. Place one of the Pozyx shields on the Arduino and upload 
this sketch. Move around 
  with the other Pozyx device. 
 
  This demo measures the range between the two devices. The closer the devices are to each 
other, the more LEDs will 
  light up on both devices. 
*/ 
 
#include <Pozyx.h> 
#include <Pozyx_definitions.h> 
#include <Wire.h> 
 
#define BLYNK_PRINT Serial 
 
#include <SoftwareSerial.h> 
#include "RedMP3.h" 
 
 
int HeartRatePin = 4; 
int heartRate =0; 
 
//---------------------------blynk------------------------------------- 
 
#define BLYNK_PRINT Serial 
 
 
#include <SoftwareSerial.h> 
SoftwareSerial SwSerial(10, 11); // RX, TX 
     
#include <BlynkSimpleSerialBLE.h> 
#include <SoftwareSerial.h> 
 
// You should get Auth Token in the Blynk App. 
// Go to the Project Settings (nut icon). 
char auth[] = "D6RMc0FsscUt9Bkkwnde0LedxUJuaoBI"; 
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SoftwareSerial SerialBLE(10, 11); // RX, TX 
 
BlynkTimer timer; 
 
void notifyUptime() 
{ 
  long uptime = millis() / 60000L; 
 
  // Actually send the message. 
  // Note: 
  //   We allow 1 notification per 15 seconds for now. 
  Blynk.notify(String("Running for ") + uptime + " minutes."); 
} 
 
 
//---------------------------blynk------------------------------------- 
 
#define MP3_RX 7//RX of Serial MP3 module connect to D7 of Arduino 
#define MP3_TX 8//TX to D8, note that D8 can not be used as RX on Mega2560, you should 
modify this if you donot use Arduino UNO 
MP3 mp3(MP3_RX, MP3_TX); 
 
int8_t index  = 0x01;//the first song in the TF card 
int8_t index2  = 0x02;//the first song in the TF card 
int8_t index3  = 0x03;//the first song in the TF card 
int8_t index4  = 0x04;//the first song in the TF card 
int8_t index5  = 0x5;//the first song in the TF card 
int8_t index6  = 0x6;//the first song in the TF card 
int8_t index7 = 0x7;//the first song in the TF card 
int8_t index8  = 0x8;//the first song in the TF card 
int8_t index9  = 0x9;//the first song in the TF card 
int8_t index10  = 0xA;//the first song in the TF card 
int8_t index11  = 0xB;//the first song in the TF card 
int8_t index12  = 0xC;//the first song in the TF card 
int8_t index13  = 0xD;//the first song in the TF card 
int8_t index14  = 0xE;//the first song in the TF card 
int8_t volume = 0x1a;//0~0x1e (30 adjustable level) 
 
 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////// 
////////////////// PARAMETERS ////////////////// 
//////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
uint16_t destination_id = 0x6a73;     // the network id of the other pozyx device: fill in the 
network id of the other device 
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signed int range_step_mm = 1000;      // every 1000mm in range, one LED less will be giving 
light. 
 
uint8_t ranging_protocol = POZYX_RANGE_PROTOCOL_PRECISION; // ranging protocol of 
the Pozyx. 
 
uint16_t remote_id = 0x6a76;          // the network ID of the remote device 
bool remote = false;                  // whether to use the given remote device for ranging 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
boolean use_processing = false;                         // set this to true to output data for the processing 
sketch 
const uint8_t num_anchors = 4;                                    // the number of anchors 
uint16_t anchors[num_anchors] = {0x6a20, 0x6a29, 0x6a73, 0x6a79};     // the network id of the 
anchors: change these to the network ids of your anchors. 
int32_t anchors_x[num_anchors] = {15820, 10909, 16762, 12063};               // anchor x-
coorindates in mm 
int32_t anchors_y[num_anchors] = {-1465, -936, 4350, 5158};                  // anchor y-coordinates 
in mm 
int32_t heights[num_anchors] = {1920, 2170, 2030, 2150};              // anchor z-coordinates in 
mm 
uint8_t algorithm = POZYX_POS_ALG_UWB_ONLY;             // positioning algorithm to use. 
try POZYX_POS_ALG_TRACKING for fast moving objects. 
uint8_t dimension = POZYX_3D;                           // positioning dimension 
int32_t height = 1000;                                  // height of device, required in 2.5D positioning 
 
const int buttonPin = 2;     // the number of the pushbutton pin 
const int buttonPin2 = 3;     // the number of the pushbutton pin 
const int buttonPin3 = 4;     // the number of the pushbutton pin 
const int buttonPin4 = 5;     // the number of the pushbutton pin 
int buttonState = 0;         // variable for reading the pushbutton status 
int buttonState2= 0;         // variable for reading the pushbutton status 
int buttonState3 = 0;         // variable for reading the pushbutton status 
int buttonState4 = 0;         // variable for reading the pushbutton status 
 
 
#define Ultrasonic1_sensorPin A0 
#define Ultrasonic2_sensorPin A1 
int ultrasonic1_distance = 0; 
int ultrasonic2_distance = 0; 
 
void setup(){ 
  Serial.begin(115200); 
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  pinMode(HeartRatePin,INPUT); 
  pinMode(buttonPin,INPUT_PULLUP); 
  pinMode(buttonPin2,INPUT_PULLUP); 
  pinMode(buttonPin3,INPUT_PULLUP); 
  pinMode(buttonPin4,INPUT_PULLUP); 
 
   
//---------------------------blynk------------------------------------- 
/* 
  // Debug console 
  Serial.begin(9600); 
 
  SerialBLE.begin(9600); 
  Blynk.begin(SerialBLE, auth); 
 
  Serial.println("Waiting for connections..."); 
 
  // Notify immediately on startup 
  Blynk.notify("Device started"); 
 
  // Setup a function to be called every minute 
  timer.setInterval(60000L, notifyUptime); 
  */ 
//---------------------------blynk------------------------------------- 
 
  if(Pozyx.begin() == POZYX_FAILURE){ 
    Serial.println("ERROR: Unable to connect to POZYX shield"); 
    Serial.println("Reset required"); 
    delay(100); 
    abort(); 
  } 
  // setting the remote_id back to NULL will use the local Pozyx 
  if (!remote){ 
    remote_id = NULL; 
  } 
  Serial.println("------------POZYX RANGING V1.1------------"); 
  Serial.println("NOTES:"); 
  Serial.println("- Change the parameters:"); 
  Serial.println("\tdestination_id (target device)"); 
  Serial.println("\trange_step (mm)"); 
  Serial.println(); 
  Serial.println("- Approach target device to see range and"); 
  Serial.println("led control"); 
  Serial.println("------------POZYX RANGING V1.1------------"); 
  Serial.println(); 
  Serial.println("START Ranging:"); 
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    // clear all previous devices in the device list 
  Pozyx.clearDevices(remote_id); 
  // sets the anchor manually 
  setAnchorsManual(); 
  // sets the positioning algorithm 
  Pozyx.setPositionAlgorithm(algorithm, dimension, remote_id); 
 
  printCalibrationResult(); 
 
    // make sure the pozyx system has no control over the LEDs, we're the boss 
  uint8_t led_config = 0x0; 
  Pozyx.setLedConfig(led_config, remote_id); 
  // do the same with the remote device 
  Pozyx.setLedConfig(led_config, destination_id); 
  // set the ranging protocol 
  Pozyx.setRangingProtocol(ranging_protocol, remote_id); 
  delay(2000); 
 
  Serial.println(F("Starting positioning: ")); 
 
 
} 
 
int checkDistance =0; 
int checkDistance2 =0; 
int checkDistance3 =0; 
int checkDistance4 =0; 
 
int checkTracking = 0; 
int checkTracking2 = 0; 
int checkTracking3 = 0; 
 
int checkTracking4 = 0; 
int checkTracking5 = 0; 
int checkTracking6 = 0; 
 
int checkTracking7 = 0; 
int checkTracking8 = 0; 
int checkTracking9 = 0; 
 
int checkTracking10 = 0; 
int checkTracking11 = 0; 
int checkTracking12 = 0; 
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int GoKitch = 0; 
int GoBathroom =0; 
int GoBedroom =0; 
int GoLivingroom =0; 
int checkRotation = 0; 
int rotation = 0; 
 
 
int x_upper_region1 = 15000; 
int x_lower_region1 = 11700; 
int y_upper_region1 = -100; 
int y_lower_region1 = -1300; 
 
int x_upper_region2 = 15000; 
int x_lower_region2 = 11700; 
int y_upper_region2 = -100; 
int y_lower_region2 = -1300; 
 
 
void loop(){ 
  device_range_t range, range2, range3, range4, range5; 
  coordinates_t position; 
 sensor_raw_t sensor_raw; 
 rotation = sensor_raw.euler_angles[0]; 
  int dt; 
  uint8_t calibration_status = 0; 
   read_sensor(); 
   // Blynk.run(); 
    //timer.run(); // Initiates BlynkTimer 
 
     
  int status = 0; 
  int status2 = 0; 
  int status3 = 0; 
  int status4 = 0; 
  int status5 = 0; 
  int status6 = 0; 
 
  // let's perform ranging with the destination 
  if(!remote) 
  { 
    status = Pozyx.doRanging(destination_id, &range); 
    status2 = Pozyx.doRanging(0x6a29, &range2); 
    status3 = Pozyx.doRanging(0x6a20, &range3); 
    status4 = Pozyx.doRanging(0x6a79, &range4); 
    status5 = Pozyx.doPositioning(&position, dimension, height, algorithm); 
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        if (Pozyx.waitForFlag(POZYX_INT_STATUS_IMU, 10) == POZYX_SUCCESS){ 
      Pozyx.getRawSensorData(&sensor_raw); 
      Pozyx.getCalibrationStatus(&calibration_status); 
    }else{ 
      uint8_t interrupt_status = 0; 
      Pozyx.getInterruptStatus(&interrupt_status); 
      return; 
    } 
 
  } 
  else 
  { 
    status = Pozyx.doRemoteRanging(remote_id, destination_id, &range); 
    status2 = Pozyx.doRemoteRanging(remote_id, 0x6a29, &range2); 
    status3 = Pozyx.doRemoteRanging(remote_id, 0x6a20, &range3); 
    status4 = Pozyx.doRemoteRanging(remote_id, 0x6a79, &range4); 
    status5 = Pozyx.doRemotePositioning(remote_id, &position, dimension, height, algorithm); 
    status6 = Pozyx.getRawSensorData(&sensor_raw, remote_id); 
    status6 &= Pozyx.getCalibrationStatus(&calibration_status, remote_id); 
     
  } 
 
  if (status == POZYX_SUCCESS){ 
    //Serial.print(range.timestamp); 
    //Serial.print("ms, "); 
    //Serial.print(range.distance); 
    //Serial.print("mm, "); 
    //Serial.print(range.RSS); 
    //Serial.print(range.distance); 
    //Serial.print("       "); 
    //Serial.println(range2.distance); 
 
    printCoordinates(position); 
 
    if(range.distance<3000 && range2.distance > 0 && checkDistance== 0 ) 
    { mp3.playWithVolume(index,volume); checkDistance = 1;} 
    if(range.distance>3000 && range2.distance > 0 && checkDistance== 1 ) 
    {checkDistance = 0;} 
     
 
    if(range2.distance<2000 && range2.distance > 0 && checkDistance2== 0 ) 
    { mp3.playWithVolume(index2,volume); checkDistance2 = 1;} 
    if(range2.distance>2000 && range2.distance > 0 && checkDistance2== 1 ) 
    {checkDistance2 = 0;} 
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    if(range3.distance<2000 && range3.distance > 0 && checkDistance3== 0 ) 
    { mp3.playWithVolume(index3,volume); checkDistance3 = 1;} 
    if(range3.distance>2000 && range3.distance > 0 && checkDistance3== 1 ) 
    {checkDistance3 = 0;} 
 
    if(range4.distance<2000 && range4.distance > 0 && checkDistance4== 0 ) 
    { mp3.playWithVolume(index4,volume); checkDistance4 = 1;} 
    if(range4.distance>2000 && range4.distance > 0 && checkDistance4== 1 ) 
    {checkDistance4 = 0;} 
 
 
   buttonState = digitalRead(buttonPin); 
   buttonState2 = digitalRead(buttonPin2); 
   buttonState3 = digitalRead(buttonPin3); 
   buttonState4 = digitalRead(buttonPin4); 
 
  if (buttonState == LOW)  
  {GoKitch = 1;} 
  if (buttonState2 == LOW)  
  {GoBathroom = 1;} 
  if (buttonState3 == LOW)  
  {GoBedroom = 1;} 
  if (buttonState4 == LOW)  
  {GoLivingroom = 1;} 
 
   
   
Serial.print("x:  "); 
Serial.println(position.x); 
Serial.print("  y:  "); 
Serial.println(position.y); 
//Serial.print("  checkTracking:  "); 
//Serial.println(position.y); 
 
 
 
    if(range.distance<3000 && range.distance > 0 && checkTracking  == 0 && GoKitch == 1) 
    { mp3.playWithVolume(index11,volume); checkTracking = 1;} 
    if(range.distance>4000 && GoKitch == 1 && checkTracking  == 1) 
    {mp3.playWithVolume(index6,volume); checkTracking  = 0;} 
    if(position.x> x_lower_region1 && position.x< x_upper_region1 &&position.y< 
y_upper_region1 && position.y> y_lower_region1 && GoKitch == 1) 
      {mp3.playWithVolume(index6,volume); GoKitch = 0;} 
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    if(range.distance<3000 && range.distance > 0 && checkTracking2  == 0 && GoBathroom 
== 1) 
    { mp3.playWithVolume(index11,volume); checkTracking2 = 1;} 
    if(range.distance>4000 && GoBathroom == 1 && checkTracking2  == 1) 
    {mp3.playWithVolume(index10,volume); checkTracking2  = 0; GoBathroom = 0;} 
 
 
    if(range.distance<3000 && range.distance > 0 && checkTracking3  == 0 && GoBedroom == 
1) 
    { mp3.playWithVolume(index11,volume); checkTracking3 = 1;} 
    if(range.distance>4000 && GoBedroom == 1 && checkTracking3  == 1) 
    {mp3.playWithVolume(index6,volume); checkTracking3  = 0;} 
    if(position.x> x_lower_region1 && position.x< x_upper_region1 &&position.y< 
y_upper_region1 && position.y> y_lower_region1 && GoKitch == 1) 
      {mp3.playWithVolume(index7,volume); GoBedroom = 0;} 
 
 
    if(range2.distance<3000 && range2.distance > 0 && checkTracking4  == 0 && 
GoLivingroom ==1) 
    { mp3.playWithVolume(index12,volume); checkTracking4 = 1;} 
    if(range2.distance>4000 && GoLivingroom == 1 && checkTracking4  == 1) 
    {mp3.playWithVolume(index7,volume); checkTracking4  = 0;} 
    if(position.x> x_lower_region2 && position.x< x_upper_region2 &&position.y< 
y_upper_region2 && position.y> y_lower_region2 && GoKitch == 1) 
      {mp3.playWithVolume(index7,volume); GoLivingroom = 0;} 
 
     if(range2.distance<3000 && range2.distance > 0 && checkTracking5  == 0 && GoBedroom 
== 1) 
    { mp3.playWithVolume(index12,volume); checkTracking5 = 1;} 
    if(range2.distance>4000 && GoBedroom == 1 && checkTracking5  == 1) 
    {mp3.playWithVolume(index10,volume); checkTracking5  = 0; GoBedroom = 0;} 
 
    if(range2.distance<3000 && range2.distance > 0 && checkTracking6  == 0 && 
GoBathroom== 1) 
    { mp3.playWithVolume(index12,volume); checkTracking6 = 1;} 
    if(range2.distance>4000 && GoBathroom == 1 && checkTracking6  == 1) 
    {mp3.playWithVolume(index7,volume); checkTracking6  = 0;} 
    if(position.x> x_lower_region2 && position.x< x_upper_region2 &&position.y< 
y_upper_region2 && position.y> y_lower_region2 && GoKitch == 1) 
      {mp3.playWithVolume(index6,volume); GoBathroom = 0;} 
 
 
    if(range3.distance<3000 && range3.distance > 0 && checkTracking7  == 0 && GoKitch 
==1) 
    { mp3.playWithVolume(index13,volume); checkTracking7 = 1;} 
    if(range3.distance>4000 && GoKitch  == 1 && checkTracking7  == 1) 
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    {mp3.playWithVolume(index7,volume); checkTracking7  = 0;} 
    if(position.x> x_lower_region1 && position.x< x_upper_region1 &&position.y< 
y_upper_region1 && position.y> y_lower_region1 && GoKitch == 1) 
      {mp3.playWithVolume(index6,volume); GoKitch  = 0;} 
 
     if(range3.distance<3000 && range3.distance > 0 && checkTracking8  == 0 && 
GoLivingroom == 1) 
    { mp3.playWithVolume(index13,volume); checkTracking8 = 1;} 
    if(range3.distance>4000 && GoLivingroom  == 1 && checkTracking8  == 1) 
    {mp3.playWithVolume(index10,volume); checkTracking8  = 0; GoLivingroom  = 0;} 
 
    if(range3.distance<3000 && range3.distance > 0 && checkTracking9  == 0 && 
GoBedroom== 1) 
    { mp3.playWithVolume(index13,volume); checkTracking9 = 1;} 
    if(range3.distance>4000 && GoBedroom == 1 && checkTracking9  == 1) 
    {mp3.playWithVolume(index7,volume); checkTracking9  = 0;} 
    if(position.x> x_lower_region1 && position.x< x_upper_region1 &&position.y< 
y_upper_region1 && position.y> y_lower_region1 && GoKitch == 1) 
      {mp3.playWithVolume(index7,volume); GoBathroom = 0;} 
 
     if(range4.distance<3000 && range4.distance > 0 && checkTracking10  == 0 && 
GoLivingroom ==1) 
    { mp3.playWithVolume(index14,volume); checkTracking10 = 1;} 
    if(range4.distance>4000 && GoLivingroom == 1 && checkTracking10  == 1) 
    {mp3.playWithVolume(index6,volume); checkTracking10  = 0;} 
    if(position.x> x_lower_region2 && position.x< x_upper_region2 &&position.y< 
y_upper_region2 && position.y> y_lower_region2 && GoKitch == 1) 
      {mp3.playWithVolume(index7,volume); GoLivingroom  = 0;} 
 
     if(range4.distance<3000 && range4.distance > 0 && checkTracking11  == 0 && GoKitch 
== 1) 
    { mp3.playWithVolume(index14,volume); checkTracking11 = 1;} 
    if(range4.distance>4000 && GoKitch  == 1 && checkTracking11  == 1) 
    {mp3.playWithVolume(index10,volume); checkTracking11  = 0; GoKitch  = 0;} 
 
    if(range4.distance<3000 && range4.distance > 0 && checkTracking12  == 0 && 
GoBathroom== 1) 
    { mp3.playWithVolume(index14,volume); checkTracking12 = 1;} 
    if(range4.distance>4000 && GoBathroom == 1 && checkTracking12  == 1) 
    {mp3.playWithVolume(index6,volume); checkTracking12  = 0;} 
    if(position.x> x_lower_region2 && position.x< x_upper_region2 &&position.y< 
y_upper_region2 && position.y> y_lower_region2 && GoKitch == 1) 
      {mp3.playWithVolume(index6,volume); GoBathroom = 0;} 
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    // now control some LEDs; the closer the two devices are, the more LEDs will be lit 
    if (ledControl(range.distance) == POZYX_FAILURE){ 
      Serial.println("ERROR: setting (remote) leds"); 
    } 
  } 
  else{ 
    Serial.println("ERROR: ranging"); 
  } 
} 
 
int ledControl(uint32_t range){ 
  int status = POZYX_SUCCESS; 
  // set the LEDs of the pozyx device 
  status &= Pozyx.setLed(4, (range < range_step_mm), remote_id); 
  status &= Pozyx.setLed(3, (range < 2*range_step_mm), remote_id); 
  status &= Pozyx.setLed(2, (range < 3*range_step_mm), remote_id); 
  status &= Pozyx.setLed(1, (range < 4*range_step_mm), remote_id); 
 
  // set the LEDs of the destination pozyx device 
  status &= Pozyx.setLed(4, (range < range_step_mm), destination_id); 
  status &= Pozyx.setLed(3, (range < 2*range_step_mm), destination_id); 
  status &= Pozyx.setLed(2, (range < 3*range_step_mm), destination_id); 
  status &= Pozyx.setLed(1, (range < 4*range_step_mm), destination_id); 
 
  // status will be zero if setting the LEDs failed somewhere along the way 
  return status; 
} 
 
 
void printCoordinates(coordinates_t coor){ 
  uint16_t network_id = remote_id; 
  if (network_id == NULL){ 
    network_id = 0; 
  } 
  if(!use_processing){ 
    //Serial.print("POS ID 0x"); 
   // Serial.print(network_id, HEX); 
    //Serial.print(", x(mm): "); 
   //Serial.print(coor.x); 
   // Serial.print(", y(mm): "); 
   // Serial.print(coor.y); 
    //Serial.print(", z(mm): "); 
    //Serial.println(coor.z); 
  }else{ 
    Serial.print("POS,0x"); 
    Serial.print(network_id,HEX); 
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    Serial.print(","); 
    Serial.print(coor.x); 
    Serial.print(","); 
    Serial.print(coor.y); 
    Serial.print(","); 
    Serial.println(coor.z); 
  } 
} 
 
// error printing function for debugging 
void printErrorCode(String operation){ 
  uint8_t error_code; 
  if (remote_id == NULL){ 
    Pozyx.getErrorCode(&error_code); 
    Serial.print("ERROR "); 
    Serial.print(operation); 
    Serial.print(", local error code: 0x"); 
    Serial.println(error_code, HEX); 
    return; 
  } 
  int status = Pozyx.getErrorCode(&error_code, remote_id); 
  if(status == POZYX_SUCCESS){ 
    Serial.print("ERROR "); 
    Serial.print(operation); 
    Serial.print(" on ID 0x"); 
    Serial.print(remote_id, HEX); 
    Serial.print(", error code: 0x"); 
    Serial.println(error_code, HEX); 
  }else{ 
    Pozyx.getErrorCode(&error_code); 
    Serial.print("ERROR "); 
    Serial.print(operation); 
    Serial.print(", couldn't retrieve remote error code, local error: 0x"); 
    Serial.println(error_code, HEX); 
  } 
} 
 
// print out the anchor coordinates (also required for the processing sketch) 
void printCalibrationResult(){ 
  uint8_t list_size; 
  int status; 
 
  status = Pozyx.getDeviceListSize(&list_size, remote_id); 
  Serial.print("list size: "); 
  Serial.println(status*list_size); 
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  if(list_size == 0){ 
    printErrorCode("configuration"); 
    return; 
  } 
 
  uint16_t device_ids[list_size]; 
  status &= Pozyx.getDeviceIds(device_ids, list_size, remote_id); 
 
  Serial.println(F("Calibration result:")); 
  Serial.print(F("Anchors found: ")); 
  Serial.println(list_size); 
 
  coordinates_t anchor_coor; 
  for(int i = 0; i < list_size; i++) 
  { 
    Serial.print("ANCHOR,"); 
    Serial.print("0x"); 
    Serial.print(device_ids[i], HEX); 
    Serial.print(","); 
    Pozyx.getDeviceCoordinates(device_ids[i], &anchor_coor, remote_id); 
    Serial.print(anchor_coor.x); 
    Serial.print(","); 
    Serial.print(anchor_coor.y); 
    Serial.print(","); 
    Serial.println(anchor_coor.z); 
  } 
} 
 
// function to manually set the anchor coordinates 
void setAnchorsManual(){ 
  for(int i = 0; i < num_anchors; i++){ 
    device_coordinates_t anchor; 
    anchor.network_id = anchors[i]; 
    anchor.flag = 0x1; 
    anchor.pos.x = anchors_x[i]; 
    anchor.pos.y = anchors_y[i]; 
    anchor.pos.z = heights[i]; 
    Pozyx.addDevice(anchor, remote_id); 
  } 
  if (num_anchors > 4){ 
    Pozyx.setSelectionOfAnchors(POZYX_ANCHOR_SEL_AUTO, num_anchors, remote_id); 
  } 
} 
 
 
void read_sensor() { 
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 ultrasonic1_distance = (analogRead(Ultrasonic1_sensorPin) * 1)/2; 
  ultrasonic2_distance = (analogRead(Ultrasonic2_sensorPin) * 1)/2; 
 if(ultrasonic1_distance < 40 || ultrasonic2_distance < 40 ) 
 { 
  digitalWrite(13,HIGH); 
 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  digitalWrite(13,LOW); 
 } 
 
  
} 
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